PROJECTIONS OF BODIES AND HEREDITARY
PROPERTIES OF HYPERGRAPHS
BELA BOLLOBAS AND ANDREW THOMASON
ABSTRACT
We prove that for every M-dimensional body K, there is a rectangular parallelepiped B of the same
volume as K, such that the projection of B onto any coordinate subspace is at most as large as that of the
corresponding projection of K.
We apply this theorem to projections of finite set systems and to hereditary properties. In particular,
we show that every hereditary property of uniform hypergraphs has a limiting density.

1. Projections of bodies
n

Let AT be a body in U , and let (u19..., vn) be the standard basis for IRn. Denote the
volume of K by \K\. Furthermore, given a subset A e [n] — {1,2,...,«} with d
elements, denote by KA the orthogonal projection of K onto the subspace spanned by
{vt'. ieA}, and by \KA\ its (//-dimensional) volume. Thus KM = K. By the term box we
shall mean a rectangular parallelepiped whose sides are parallel to the coordinate
axes.
For the purposes of this paper, a body can be taken to be a compact subset of Un
which is the closure of its interior. It would be effortless to rewrite our results and
their proofs in terms of arbitrary product measures and measurable subsets of Un,
using outer measures on the projections. We choose not to write down these
extensions, in order to avoid irrelevant technicalities cluttering up an otherwise
simply stated theorem, which is the following.
1. Let K be a body in Un. Then there is a box B in Un with \B\ = \K\ and
\BA\^\KA\foreveryA^[n].
THEOREM

It is immediate that if bounds on the volumes of the (n — l)-dimensional
projections of a box B are given, then a bound on the total volume ensues,
because I~l"-i l^cmxwl = l^l""1- From Theorem 1, it then follows that the inequality
n<n-i l^[n]\«l ^ I-Kp"1 holds for any body K. This is the Loomis-Whitney inequality
[14] (see also [7, page 95] and [12, page 162]; the inequality was rediscovered by
Allan [3], who gave a more streamlined proof).
A valuable consequence of Theorem 1 is that if the volume of a box can be
bounded in terms of the volumes of a certain collection of projections, then the same
bound will be valid for all bodies. We shall, in fact, prove Theorem 1 by examining
some collections of projections for which there is such a bound on the volume of a
box.
By a cover of [n] we mean a multiset # of subsets of [n] such that each element
ie\n] is in at least one of the members of (€. A k-cover is a cover in which each element
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of [n] is in exactly k of the members of <%. We emphasise that the sets in a cover need
not be distinct; for example, {[«],[«],[«]} is a 3-cover of [«]. A uniform cover of [n] is
a A>cover for some k ^ 1. The 1-cover {[«]} of [n] is said to be trivial, all other covers
being non-trivial.
A uniform cover of [n] which is not the disjoint union of two uniform covers of
[n] is said to be irreducible. It is important to note that there are only a finite number
of irreducible uniform covers of [«]. One way of seeing this is to consider an infinite
sequence F o = C^j/O^i of distinct uniform covers of [n]. Enumerate the subsets AX,A2,
..., A2n of [n], and then select infinite sequences F ( = Ctfj'O^u 1 ^ l ^ 2 n , so that F t
is a subsequence of Ti_1 and so that the number of copies of At in ^\j) is a nondecreasing function of/ It is easy to see this can be done, and it is clear from the
construction that the covers in F2n are nested. Hence if # ' and # are any two terms
of F2n, with # ' ^ <€, then # is not irreducible, it being the disjoint union of the two
uniform covers W and # \ # ' . In fact, writing D{n) for the number of irreducible covers
of [n], Huckeman, Jurkat and Shapley proved (see Graver [11]) that D(n) ^
(n + l) (n+1)/2 for all n. Related results have been proved by Alon and Berman [4] and
Fiiredi [10].
Clearly, if B is a box and <# is a fc-cover of [n], then JXietfl^J = l-^l*- I n v ^ e w °f
this, the next result, Theorem 2, can be considered as a special case of Theorem 1.
However, in order to prove Theorem 1, we must first prove Theorem 2 directly and
use it to derive Theorem 1.
THEOREM

2.

Let K be a body in Un, and let <€ be a k-cover of[n]. Then
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n, the case n = 1 being trivial. For the
general case, for each xe U let K(x) be the section of K consisting of points with nth
coordinate equal to x, so that 1*1 = j\K(x)\dx. We define W = {AeW: neA} and
T = <i\i\ so that |tf'| = k. Then {A\{n}:AeT}[)
<€" forms a A>cover of [n-1], so,
by the induction hypothesis,
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Moreover, we have

\KA\ = j\K(x)AX{n]\dx
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So we obtain, by means of Holder's inequality,
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Proof of Theorem 1. For every integer k ^ 1, and for every non-trivial irreducible
fc-cover # of [n], Theorem 2 tells us that r L e t f l ^ J ^ 1*1* J & a ^ s o t e ^ s u s (by applying
it to Ks) that Ylies \K{i}\ ^ l*sl f ° r every 51 £ [«]. In this way we have written down a
finite set of inequalities involving the numbers {\KA\: A £ [«]}. Let {xA: A £ [«]} be a
collection of positive numbers with xA ^ \KA\ and x [n] = |AT|, which are minimal
subject to satisfying all the above inequalites with xA in place of \KA\ for all A. Note
that we are applying only a finite number of constraints to the xA, but that
nevertheless n^ff*/) ^ 1*1* f ° r every fc-cover (€, any such cover being a disjoint union
of irreducible uniform covers.
The fact that the numbers x{i), ie[n], are minimal means that for each / there is an
inequality involving x{i) in which equality holds. If the inequality is of the first kind,
then we have a fct-cover % of [n] with {i}e% and YIABV XA — l*lfc<- The same is, in fact,
true if the inequality is of the second kind, namely f 7 l 6 S * w = xs for some S c= [n],
because in this case the minimality of xs implies H/ietf*^ = \K\ki f ° r some kt-co\Qr <%
of[n] containing S, and we can take % = {^\{S}) U {{/}: ieS}. Now we let <8 = U<n=i %
and k = ^" = 1 kt. Then ^ is a A:-cover of [n] containing {/} for all ie [n], and n^e^-^/i =
\K\k. But <#' = <#\{{i}:ie[n]} is a (fc-l)-cover of [n], so HAeTxA ^ \K\h-\ from
which we conclude n"=i x w ^ 1^1- Since {{/}: ie[ri\] is a 1-cover of [«], the reverse
inequality also holds here, and hence, in fact, equality holds.
Finally, we observe that for any A £ [n], the set {A} U {{/}: i$A) is a 1-cover of [n],
so

i*i<*xn*w<n*wn*w=i*i.
i$A

ieA

it A

whence xA = \\ieA x{i). It follows that the box B of side length x{i) in the direction of
vi satisfies \B\ = \K\ and \BA\ =xA^ \KA\ for all A c [n].
2. Further results on projections of bodies
Theorem 1 has many consequences. Some of these can also be derived directly
from Theorem 2. For example, let ^ be a collection of subsets of [n] (but not
necessarily a uniform cover). Suppose that to each Ae^ we can associate a positive
real weight w(A) in such a way that, for each ie[n], £{w(A): ieAs^} = 1. Then

i*i < n \KArA).
AeV

Another consequence of Theorem 1, which is not a direct consequence of
Theorem 2, can be stated as follows. Consider real-valued functions of 2 n variables,
these variables being indexed by the 2 n subsets of [«]; for example, y((jci4)ilc[B]) =
- l + £ x * . Given such a function / : BF(n) -> U and a body K^ Un, we call K
f-dominated if f{(\KA\)Ac[n]) ^ 0. So, in our example, K would be/-dominated if
Y,A \KA\2 ^ 1. Theorem 1 shows us how to find the largest volume of a body which is
/-dominated, provided/is monotone.
THEOREM 3. Let ft: M*in) -• U, i= 1,... ,s, be monotone increasing functions in
each of the 2" variables. Then
sup {|*|: K is ff dominated, 1 < / < s)
= sup {|i?|: B is a box and B is f-dominated, 1 ^ / ^ s}.
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This theorem follows immediately from Theorem 1. An equivalent formulation of it
and set
is the following. Let n: R£-*• U*{n) be given by (.xli...,xjt-+(Y\ieAxt)A(-Mi

gi=fin: R£->R. Then
f »

sup {\K\: fi is /^-dominated, 1 ^ / ^ s} = sup j f l * r £<(*) ^ 0> ' = 1 >•• •>-?}•
It should be noted, as suggested earlier, that the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 (and
hence their extensions) carry over trivially to the case of general product spaces and
product measures. The changes needed are purely cosmetic, and the results do not
differ materially from those in stated form.
It is natural to ask whether Theorem 1 can be strengthened so as to preserve
containment, in the following sense. The theorem demonstrates the existence of a map
K\-+B(K) which associates with a body K a box B = B(K) such that \B\ = \K\ and
\BA\ ^ \KA\ for all A c [ri\. Can this map be chosen so that B(K') <= B(K) whenever
K' c Kl It is easy to see that it is impossible, even in the case n = 2, to find a box
B{K) which will work simultaneously for all choices of K' a K. Nevertheless, in U2 it
is possible, given K' and K, to choose boxes B{K) and B(K') so that B(K') c B(K).
If this were to remain true in Un it would offer the possibility of a direct proof of
Theorem 1 by induction. However, even this weakened form of containment fails
when n = 3, as the following example shows. Take K' to be a 12 x 1 x 1 box, and let
K be the union of K' with a 3 x 3 x 3 cube, the two overlapping in a 3 x 1 x 1 box.
Suppose there were an a x b x c box B{K) containing B{K'). Note that B(K') must
equal K' since K' is already a box. Then abc = 36, and ab ^ 12. Thus c ^ 2, and
likewise b ^ 2, so a ^ 9, contradicting B{K') c B{K).
It is also natural to ask whether the following converse to Theorem 1 is true:
namely, that for any set of positive numbers {xA: A c [n]}, there is a body K with
\KA\ = xA for each A c [n], provided that for each C ^ [n] there is a box Bc, with |i? c | =
xc and \BA\ ^ xA for each A ^ C. The condition is necessary by Theorem 1, but it
turns out to be sufficient only in dimension at most three (provided we extend the
definition of a body to include pieces of n-dimensional measure zero; that is, drop the
condition that a body be the closure of its interior). In (R4, the following is a counterexample. Let xA = 2 if \A\ = 1, x {li8) = x{2>3} = *{8i4) = x {4il) = 1, x {13} = x {24} = 4,
xA = 2 if \A\ = 3 and * [4] = 1. It is easy to check the existence of a box Bc for
each C c [«] satisfying the stated constraints. Nevertheless, no body K of the desired
kind can exist. For it is easy to see (or by referring to Theorem 4 below) that for each
A of order 3, KA must be a box of dimensions (1/2) x 2 x 2. Hence the projections of
both K{12 3} and K{12 4} in the {1,2} plane will be (1/2) x 2 rectangles. However, these
two rectangles will not overlap, thereby forcing |A^{12)| > x {12} = 1.
The cases of equality in Theorem 2 can be characterised as follows. Each uniform
cover # of [n] partitions [n] into equivalence classes, two elements being in the same
class if they lie in exactly the same subsets in (€. We call these classes the equivalence
classes of the cover (€.
THEOREM

4.

Let K be a body in Un, and let ^ be a k-cover of [n] such that

n \KA\ = wThen K = Y\ ^B> the product being over all equivalence classes E of the cover (€.
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Proof. As Theorem 2 holds for general product measures, we may as well
assume that each equivalence class consists of just one element. Furthermore, we may
replace the compact set K by its interior without the result being affected.
The proof is again by induction on n. Let us examine the proof of Theorem 2,
noting that all the weak inequalities in the final sentence must be equalities. First,
we observe that for all AeW, and for almost all x, \KA\ = \K(x)A\ holds. But
then KA = K{x)A for almost all, and hence for all, x. Secondly, for almost all x we
have n/t6«"l^(x)/»\{n}iri/i6<8f'l^(x)^l = l-^(*)l*> a n d so by the induction hypothesis
K{x) = Ylt-iK{x){i). For any x for which this equation holds, and for any AeW,
KA = K{x)A = YlieA K(x){ty Therefore K(x){i) = K{i] for almost all, and hence for all, x.
But then K{x) = fl^1 K{i) for all x, so K= YlliKw
Note that Theorem 4 would be false if we did not require the condition that a body
be the closure of its interior, since the addition of, say, a 4-dimensional subset to K
would have no effect if \A\ ^ 5 for every A e # ; however, the other results in this paper
would not be affected if this condition were dropped.
Finally, observe that, by Theorem 2, if the sizes of the projections corresponding
to a uniform cover are known, then the volume is bounded. Even if the cover is not
uniform, the volume is still bounded provided the cover generates a uniform cover,
in the sense that a uniform cover can be constructed from the original cover by taking
non-negative multiples of the subsets in that cover. Thus the cover # generates the
uniform cover Q) if Ae^ for every Ae@). Not all collections of projections will yield
bounds valid on the total volume; for example, if n = 3, no bound on \K\ can be
derived from \K{1 2}| and \K{13}| alone. For which covers is it true, then, that a bound
on the volume of a body can be derived from bounds on its projections in the
directions of that cover? The next theorem shows that these covers are precisely the
covers that generate uniform covers.
THEOREM 5. Let ^ be a cover of [n] which does not generate a uniform cover.
Then for any real constant N, there is a body K in Un with \KA\ ^ 1 for all Ae^ and
\K\ > N.

Proof. Associate with each subset A ^ [/?] its characteristic vector vA = J^ieA vt.
Let L be the positive cone generated by #, namely L = {Y4Ae<gkAvA: XA^fy. The fact
that # generates no uniform cover imples that the point v[n] is not in L, and this point
is therefore separated from L by a hyperplane passing through the origin: there are
constants <x(, 1 < / ^ n, such that Y,t-i a< = a > 0 and £ ieM a( ^ 0 for all A e # .
Let K be the box whose rth side has length /•"<, where r > 0. Then \KA\ ^ 1 but
|A^| = ra > N if r is large enough.
3. Projections of set systems
We offer here a discrete application of Theorem 1. For any set #" of subsets of [n],
and for any subset A £ [n], we may define the projection 3FA of 2F onto A by !FA =
{Ff]A :FeSF}. The Sauer-Shelah lemma [18, 20] states that \F\ ^ £|:J(?)if \&A\ < 2l
for all A e [n] with \A\ = t, and this bound is easily seen to be tight. See [5] for further
discussion of this result. We give now a bound for \^\ in the more general setting
where \^A\ is bounded for all A in some uniform cover of [«]. Our bound is not the
best possible, but it is useful and very easily applied.
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6. Let ^ be a k-cover of[n]. Let fF be a set of subsets of[n], and let
be a constant such that \&A\ ^ clAl for all Ae<#. Then \&\ ^ cn.

THEOREM

c^\

Proof To each subset A c [«] we associate its characteristic vector vA e Un,
namely vA = ]Tlgi4 vv Let / be the unit cube, and let / + vA be the translate of / by vA.
so that
Set K= \}Ps,{I+vA\
1*1 = \^l a n d \KA\ = 1^1 f o f a11 A ^ M- T h e n
Theorem 2,

because ^ is a /c-cover of [«].
We can create a probabilistic version of Theorem 6 as follows. Let SF be a set
system on [/?], and suppose we choose a random subset F £ [«] by selecting elements
independently and at random, each with probability p. It is natural to ask for the
probability that Fbe in 2F, that is, the probability that the event J5" occurs. We denote
this probability by P r ^ ) . If we now assign measure 1 —p to the interval [0,1] and
measure p to the interval [1,2] in each coordinate direction, extending these via
product measures to higher dimensions, then the body K of the previous proof now
satisfies |A"| = P r ^ ) . In this manner we obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 7. Let ^ be a k-cover of[n]. Let & be a set of subsets of[n], and let F
be a randomly chosen subset of [n], elements being selected independently with
probability p. Let c < 1 be a positive constant such that PT(F(]AE^A)
^ cMI for all
n
Ae<$. Then ?r(Fe3?) < c .

4. Hereditary properties of hypergraphs
A property 2? of r-uniform hypergraphs is an infinite class of r-uniform
hypergraphs which is closed under isomorphism. & is hereditary if every induced
subgraph of every member of & is also in &. Let 0*" be the set of hypergraphs in &
with vertex set [«]. We are interested in the rate of growth of &n with n. It is
convenient to define the constant cn by | ^ n | = 2C«<"). Note that eventually 0 < cn < 1
unless & is a trivial class, consisting of hypergraphs with no edges only, or complete
hypergraphs only, or all hypergraphs. The consequence of our earlier work on
projections is that the sequence (cn) is monotone decreasing.
THEOREM 8. Let & be a hereditary property of r-uniform hypergraphs, and let
\0>n\ - 2cn<"). Then cn_1 ^ cnfor n ^ 2. In particular, lim n ^ o o c n exists.

Proof. Denote by [n](r) the set of r-subsets of [n]. We identify a hypergraph with
the subset of [n](r) which is its edge set. Then 0>n becomes a set system on [«](r). Let
,4(0 be the set of r-subsets of [«]\{/}. Then ^nMi), the projection of the set system 2Pn
onto A{i), is the set of hypergraphs induced by the hypergraphs in &n on the vertex
set [n]\{i). Since & is hereditary, | ^ ( i ) | ^ \0>n-x\ for every such A(i).
Now the sets A(i), \ ^i^n,
form an (n- l)-cover of [n](r). Also, \A(i)\ = ("71) and
n x
e |i4( )l
l^ ( i)l < \® ~ \ = 2 -i ' . By Theorem 6, \0>n\ ^ 2 c «- |[nlir)| = 2c»-<").
The case r = 2 of Theorem 8 answers a question of Scheinermann and Zito [19],
who asked if\imn_toocn always exists. In fact, the monotonicity is not needed to show
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that the limit exists, which can be seen (for any r) by the following argument. Choose
a value of m so that cm is near to liminf^^c,,. Cover [n] by m-subsets so that each
/•-subset of [n] appears in exactly one m-subset (this usually cannot be done exactly,
but it can be done approximately, which is good enough). Since the hypergraphs
induced on the m-subsets are in ^ , we deduce that cn ^ cm (or, if we were using an
approximate construction, we deduce that cn is not much larger than cm). This
observation appears in Alekseev [1].
Earlier, the limit had been evaluated for the property of A^n-free graphs by Erdos,
Kleitman and Rodl [9], by using the method of Kleitman and Rothschild [13]. Their
result was generalised separately by Erdos, Frankl and Rodl [8], who considered the
property of graphs not containing a given graph H as a subgraph, and by Promel and
Steger [17], who worked with the property of graphs not containing H as an induced
subgraph. For related results see [15] and [16]. It turns out that for any graph property
&, the limit equals 1 — 1/r, where r is the maximal integer for which there is an integer
0 ^ s ^ r, such that 0* contains every graph which has a vertex partition into r classes,
s of which span complete subgraphs and the remainder spanning independent sets.
This was proved by Alekseev [2]; a transparent proof relating this result to the ErdosStone theorem appears in [6].
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